ACROSS
1 Receives information about Turkey's earliest football club (6)
4 Supports accepting old fellow's plan (8)
9 Someone not turning up with food immediately lacks a bit of neighbourliness (2-4)
10 Unaware of refusal to stand by soldier over angry tirade (8)
12 Earth wiped from Scottish weapon again (4)
13 Set limit of difficult words often repeated in literary works (10)
15 Girl almost entering where nuns may be found causing trouble (12)
18 Unusually long halters on donkeys at the front giving complete control (12)
21 Stubborn resistance seen in workplace on the outskirts of Rochdale (10)
22 Advisable for a supplier of water (4)
24 Restore to a normal position following earlier alarm (8)
25 Tease about finding tasteless articles in some kind of order (6)
26 Island hit at the outset by a particular kind of wave (8)
27 Suitable space found in Spain's capital city (6)

DOWN
1 Servant reportedly assigned by agency (8)
2 Treatise on muscles is hard to understand (8)
3 Evident in umpteenth oracle from God (4)
5 Blues singer with good range initially all at sea (5-7)
6 Very noticeable when once proud knight breaks down (10)
7 Soviet leader's son to finish off story at home (6)
8 Longing to hug withdrawn Italian musician (6)
11 Bishop to sense trouble over truth about female patron (12)
14 Single aunt hated Dicky without a hint of contrition (10)
16 Silent about foreboding at the launch of this political movement (8)
17 Extreme admiration for an artificial language experiment involving the French (8)
19 Soldiers having excellent parking in front of living accommodation (6)
20 In charge after France occupies areas of the second largest continent (6)
23 Ceremony's just on the radio (4)

Solution 15,917

JOTTER PAD